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PREFACE 

For some time there has been concern over the lack of homegeneity in the 
technical data reported on infrared detectors.   To ensure that such data are obtained 
under the same conditions and reported in a universally acceptable manner, the de- 
velopment of a joint :et of standards on infrared detector measurements was con- 
sidered to be hinhlv  :esirable, 

A workina panel composed of representatives from the United States, the 
United Klnodom, and Canada was therefore established to prepare a joint standard 
on infrared detector measurements.   The panel was requested to propose specific 
tests for infrared detectors, standard test conditions, standard units of measure- 
ment, and a standard method of presenting the test results. 

Members appointe i to this working panel wore: 

F r the United States 

Chairman:   Dr. Lark Jones 
Polaroid Corporation 
730 Main Street 
Cam: ridno, Massachusetts, USA 

i >■»    L i the United Kinadon 

^ri j*1 'f 

.1   R 
:k W. Iwu 

al Radar Establishment 
Croat Malvern, Wor Uershire 

Dr.   jeorge T. P.Tan 
Canadian Armament Research and 

Development Establishment 
P.C.  Box 1427 
Quebec, P.Q., Canada 

The working panel decided to exclude from the standard any consideration of 
the means for measuring and describing the nonlinear properties of detectors--the 
properties that describe the lack of proportionality of the electrical output to the 
radiation input.   Also excluded from the standard is the specification of any par- 
ticular modulation frequency or any particular black-body temperature. 

With respect to a particular modulation frequency,  the position adopted is that 
a knowledge of the way the responsivity and detectivity depend on frequency is an 

iii 



essential part of the description of the detector tai. chat a statement of the perLi-m- 
ance for all detectors at the same modulation frequt:.:,/ ■': apt to be misleading. 

With respect to a particular black-body tempeiv^ire,  the position adopced if 
that, important as black-body sources are in establifviir.a Lhe absolute calibration 
of the responsivity and the detectivity, the user desires information on the depend- 
ence of these quantities on the wavelength rather than on the black-body temperature. 
A plot similar to that in figure 3 of Appendix A, in which the abscissa were the 
black-body temperatures of the sources, would be ■■ ir-'M addition to the descriptive 
curves, but such a plot would not be an acceptable sul-.^tilute for this figure 3.   The 
position is that a statement of the performance for :dl detectors at the same black- 
body temperature is apt to be misleading. 

The measurement of the absolute responsivity as a function of the wavelength 
and frequency involves the use of a blackbody whose absolute radiance must be 
known and of a thermal detector whose relative absorptance must be known as a 
function of the wavelength.   The opinion of the members of the working panel is that 
the accuracy with which these properties can now be measured is not fully satis- 
factory.   Further research is needed to establish reliable basic standards for 
measurinn the absolute reseonsiyity of detectors. 

The working panel feels that since the field of infrared detectors is rapidly 
evolving, the methods recommended in this standard are unlikely to long remain 
the best procedures.   The working i anel recommends, therefore, that the task of 
revising this standard be begun 1 Jan ;ary IL'^'S,  the revision to be completed by 
öi Jecemoer Ly QR.q 

Anyone wi 
the member wh: 

c may have suggestions for the IJCS revision she ild send :hen: to 
reoresents his c"; m.trv on the workina oanel. 

Iv 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

1.1    Purpose. 

The purpose of this standard is to recomixend the kind of tests to be made on 
infrared detectors and the manntir of presenting the test results, with the following 
two major aims: 

(1) The method of presentation shall he such that reports of any testing 
laboratory will be immediately intelligible to infrared workers in all three countries, 

(2) The test results shall have maximum utility for the users of detectors. 
Tests primarily of interest to the manufacturers of radiation letectors are not con- 
sidered herein. 

1.2    Scooe. 

This standard is into-ided primarily t: incl ;de all common types of visible and 
infrared ietectors that pre.vide a useful meas :re of the total radiation incident on the 
responsive area.   Thus,  devices s :c;i as image tubes and mosaic detectors are not 
specifically censidered in this standard, altho :gh many of the parameters herein 
discussed ran be used to describe 'die performance of such devices. 

The intent uf this standard is that eno :gh measurements will be made and suf- 
ficient data will be rresented tc permit a iser to estimate the performance of a 
detector in a parti" dar application. 

Since this standard is concerned only with detectors whose output is a con- 
tinuous function cf the radiant hput, devices such as cooled multiplier phototubes 
that are operated for counting individual photons aim excluded. 

Also excluded is any consideration of (1) the nonlinear properties of radiation 
detectors--that is, the properties that describe the lack rf nroportionality of the elec- 
trical output to the radiation input--and (2) detectors whose output is not electrical. 

2.   DEFINITIONS 

2. 1     The Detector and Its Components, 

2.1. 1   Detector:   The word ''detector" is use.; in this standard to denote a 
device that provides an electric output that is a useful measure of the radiation in- 
cident on the device.   It is intended to include not only the responsive element, but 
also the physical mounting of the responsive element, as well as any other elements 
--such as windows, area-limiting apertures, Dewar flasks, internal reflectors, 
etc. --that form an integral part of the detector as it is received from the manu- 
facturer.   If, as an integral part of the device, the manufacturer includes 



equipment for amplification or impedance transformation, then the term detector 
applies to the combination of the responsive element, the other elements listed in 
the foregoing sentence, and the amplifier or transformer. 

2. 1.2   Responsive Element:   The term "responsive element" indicates that 
part of the detector which, when radiation falls on it, undergoes a change in physical 
properties that results in an electrical signal. 

2.1. 3   Individual Detector:  An individual detector is a single sample of a 
given type of detector.   An example is: indium antimonide cell No. 3483 manufactured 
by X Corporation. 

2.1.4   Type of Detector:   A type of detector is a class of individual detectors 
that have one or more relevant properties in common.   Examples are: heat detectors, 
bolometers, thermistor bolometers, photoconductive cells, lead sulfide photocon- 
ductive cells, evaporated lead sulfide photoconductive cells with evaporated gold 
electrodes mounted in stainless steel capsules having silver chloride windows. 

2.2     The Radiation :: 'iJe: t , •. IT Detector. 

This section is •r::-1 i primarily with the rviiation, not with the detector. 

The radiation incide .t  n. a detector is characterized by the distribution of the 
radiant power with respect t  wavelength,  modulation frequency, position on the 
responsive element, and !T    iire'tmn of arrival. 

detector is denote i ? and is moas ire 
.y in"ideat on the responsive element of 
"watts. 

tor is called the ir: 
area incid-nt on the responsive element o: tne detec- 

' an ; is mean :red in watts per square centimeter. 

■)   In testi r.g -a aatu ::. 
plane of the detectc 
on the responsive plane of the ;iote 'to 
of the skmal irra:;iancr' I:-,   "he sic. 

one causes to be incident on the responsive 
When the radiation is uniformly incident 

he radiation can be described also in terms 
)Ower is usually modulated by a chopper. 

(4) Tae ambient power Pa and the ambient irradiance Ha describe the steady 
radiation incident on the detector.   Exam.pies are: radiation emitted by the mounting 
and tho v.lndows an.: steady radiation arising outside of the detector.   It is usually 
not feasible to make tlv ambient radiation zero. 

(5) The signal ; ever and the ambient power are completely described by 
stating 'he distribution o: the incident power with respect to radiation wavelength 
k, modulation frequency I, position coordinates x, y on the adopted responsive plane 
(see section 2. 4) and angular coordinates •'.;. 

(a)   The radiation: wavelength ■ is the value in vacuum and is mea- 
sured in microns. 

(b)   The modulation frequency f is measured in cycles per second. 



(c) The peak wavelength x.p and the peak modulation frequency fn are 
tin? values of X and f that simulta.neouoiy maximize the detectivities Di and D* (see 
section 2. 11). 

(6) The distribution of the radiant power with respect to radiation wavelength 
\ is described by stating the spectral power P^, defined as the power per unit wave- 
length interval.   More precisely, if '\P is the power in the wavelength interval AX, 
P\ is the ratio AP/AX with AX suitably small compared with x-   P^ is measured in 
watts per micron. 

(7) The power P normally incident on the detector is calculated by multiplying 
the irradiance H in the adopted resronslve plane of the detector by the adopted area 
Aa. 

P-AaH (2.2-7) 

(8) The distribution of the irradiance with respect to radiation wavelength x 
is described by stating the spectral irradiance H^, defined as the irradiance per 
unit wavelength interval,   More precisely, if AH is the Irradiance in the wavelength 
interval AX, E\ is the ratio AH/AX, AA.being suitably small compared with x.   H^ 
is measared in the unit: watt/cm2-micron. 

(9) In testing detectors, the radiation incident on the detector is usually 
modulated periodically in time.   The usual way to achieve this modulation is to 
place a multibladed wheel between the radiation source and the detector and rotate 
the wheel at a constant ang ilar velocity.   The modulating device is called a chopper. ■ 
The basic repetition frequency produced by the chopper is denoted f.   The instan- 
taneous power ?(:) incident on the detector can be represented as the sum of Fourier 
components; 

P(t) = Pc + ?! cos (2-ft + -i) - P- cos (4-ft + To) + . .  .   (2.2 -9a) 

where each component has an amplitude Pp and a phase ~>.   Each component repre- 
sents a sinusoidally modulated radiation signal, and the components have the fre- 
quencies f, 2f, 3f, etc.   The fundamental component is the sinusoidal component 
with the frequency f.   The root-mean-square amplitude of the fundamental component 
is defined as the peak-to-peak amplitude of this component divided by 23/2: 

Prn:s ^-^P; (2.2 -9b) 

(The peak-to-peak amplitude is SP^.) / 

(10) In some special circumstances, expression of the input radiation in 
terms of the number of photons per second instead of in watts may be desirable. 
R'esponsivities and ietectivities with photons per second as the measure of the input 
radiation may be useful as an alternative method of describing those detectors that 
have a responsivity (in volts per watt) that is proportional to the wavelength over a 
substantial range of wavelengths. 

2. 3    The Electrical Output of the Detector. 

It is convenient to distinguish two additive components in the electrical output 
of the detector--the signal voltage Vs (or signal current Is) and the noise voltage 
Vn (or the noise current In).   Over a sufficiently long period of time, the two 



voltages (or currents) can be distinguished exactly by the criterion that the signal 
voltage is fully coherent with the signal power, whereas the noise voltage is com- 
pletely incoherent with the signal power.   The output can be described by giving 
the distribution of the voltage (or current) with respect to time or frequency. 

In this section and in sections 2. 8 and 3. 6 the fundamental frequency f of the 
chopper must be distinguished from the frequency v of any component in the outpri. 
of the detector.   In all other sections to distinguish between f and v is unnecessary, 
however, and the symbol f is used for both types of frequency.   The frequencies f 
and v are both measured in cycles per second. 

(1) The electrical signal voltage Vs (or current Is) in the output of the de- 
tector is the part of the output that is coherent with the signal power incident on th? 
detector. 

(2) In tiie special case where the radiation power is periodic in time,  the 
electrical signal output is also periodic in time.   The instantaneous signal voltage 
V(t) can be represented as the sum of Fourier components: 

V(t) = VQ + Vi cos (2-ft H  -i) f V9 cor; (4rft + ^ + .   . .   (2. 3 -2a) 

The root-mean-square amplitude of the fundamental component is defined as the 
peak-to-peak amplitude of this component divided by 23/2: 

Vs rrs = 2-1/2Vi (2.3 -2b) 

(The peak-to-peak amplitude is 2Vi.) 

(3) In addition to the signal voltage Vs appearing at the output of the detector, 
electrical noise also is always present.   When there is no signal power, the only 
electrical cutout from the detector is the electrical noise. 

(4) Unlike the electrical signal which has components only at frequencies  v 
equal to f, 2f, Sf, etc., the electrical noise has components at every frequency-- 
that is to say, the spectrum of the electrical noise is continuous.   The magnitude 
of the noise voltage as observed by a suitable voltmeter depends on the range of 
frequencies accepted by the voltmeter.   To define the band of frequencies accepted 
by the voltmeter, we let g(v) denote the gain of the voltmeter as a function of the 
frequency v.   Then, the noise bandwidth t.v of the measuring equipment is defined 
by: 

Av -- ;'   : g(v):2dv/gm2 (2.3 -4) 

where gr is the maximum value of the gain; v/ith respect to frequency v.   The fre- 
quency vR- that maximizes j(v) is called the center frequency of the passband. 

(5) The root-mean-square voltage (or current) of the electrical noise is 
defined as the square root of the time average of the square of the difference between 
the instantaneous voltage (or current) and tie time average voltage (or current). 

n   AvT 'Av 
■5a) 

In, rms     j ■ (In - ■ In   Av)     Av ! 



The average values of Vn and In will nearly always be zero in practice, since the 
voltage or current will usually have passed through an amplifier whose dc gain is 
zero.   When this condition holds, the above two equations reduce to 

i 

vn,rms (Vn)2, Av 
v- 

(2.3 -5b) 

In.rms = ! ■ (In)2 /Av 

(6)   The power spectrum W(v) of the electrical noise is defined as the time 
average of the square of the difference between the instantaneous noise voltage (or 
current) and the time average voltage (or current), divided by the noise bandv/idth 
^■v of the measuring equipment. 

2, W(v)-(Vnjrms)7Av 

W(v) = (Ir., rms)2/z v 
(2.3 -6) 

In this definition, it is supposed that the voltmeter has a bandwidth i.v that is small 
compared with v.   W(v) is measured in volt^/cps or in ampere'Vcps. 

(7)   If the distribution of the noise voltage (or current) about the time average 
mean value is Gaussian ana if the statistical properties are stationary in time, then 
the statistical properties of the noise are fully described by the power spectrum. 
But if the distribution is not Gaussian, further description is necessary for a com- 
plete characterization of the statistical properties of the noise. 

(S)   The root power spectrum N(v) is the square root of the power spectrum 

W(v).   N(v) is measured in volt/(cps)5 or in au.pere/(cps)2. 

(9).   The term "voltmeter" as used in this section is equivalent to the com- 
bination of the low-noise amplifier,  t mable filter, and voltmeter, as described 
separately in sections 3. C, 3. C, and 3. 7. 

£.4    Geometrical Prooerties of the Detector. 

(1)   The responsive properties of a detector are defined in terms of the radia- 
tion incident on a selected plane surface associated with the detector.   The plane 
selected by the testing laboratory is called the adopted responsive plane, and is 
denoted S. 

(2)  Usually there is no ambiguity in selectinu the responsive plane S.   If the 
responsive element itself is in the form of a thin flat layer, as with evaporated 
photocond ictive mils or metal bolometers,  the adopted responsive plane is simply 
the plane in which the responsive element lies.    But there are detectors where the 
responsive plane must be chosen otherwise.   Examples:   With doped germanium 
uetectors in which the responsive element is more or less cubical and is located 
within a chamber with reflecting walls, the adopted reference plane S is the plane 
that contains the entrance aperture of the chamber.   With photo emissive tubes with 
curved photocathodes,  the adopted reference plane is the plane that contains the 
straight edges of the photocathode. 



(3) With some detectors Lhe selection of the adopted reference plane is 
more or less arbitrary.   With a detector that incorporates a number of refracting 
elements, for example, the testing laboratory may find it convenient to refer the 
measurements to the plane that contains the rim of the most accessible optical 
element. 

(4) Let a coordinate system x, y be established on the adopted responsive 
plane 3, - 

(5) Let the direction of incidence of a pencil of radiation that is incident at 
the point x, y'be defined by the two angles 6,cp  of a spherical coordinate system, 
with the polar angle 9 measured from the normal to the adopted responsive plane. 

(6) Detector Area A.   The several kinds of detector areas measured on the 
adopted reference plane need to be distinguished: 

(a) The nominal area An is any value of the responsive area, quoted 
by a source other than the testing laboratory, that purports to represent an approxi- 
mation of the actual responsive area of the detector.   Thus, for example,  the nomi- 
nal area may be the manufacturer's design-center value for the area of an evaporated- 
film detector, or the nominal area may be an area quoted to one significant figure 
that is used as a label to distinguish between the given detector and other detectors 
of widely different area. 

(b) 'T'he adopted area Aa is the area that is adopted by the test labora- 
tory to convert the irradiar.ee II on the detector to the power P incident on the de- 
tector: 

P = AaH (2. 4 -6b) 

The test laboratory will öfter: select either the nominal area cr the effective area 
as the adopted area. 

(c) The effective area Ae of a detector is defined by physical measure- 
ments, as follows:   The position or. the adopted responsive plane 3 of the detector 
is defined by a rectangular cartesian x, y coordinate system.   The responsivity 
r?(x, y) is measured with a very small spot of radiation at each point of the plane. 
The effective area Ae i: defined by 

Ap = / .' R(x, y)dxdy/Rrnax (2-"* -6C) 
3 

where Rr^ax is the maximum value of R(x, y), 

(7) Dfetestor solid angle.   It is often desirable to know the solid angle from 
which the detector can receive radiation from outside the detector.   This information 
is needed to calculate D*>* for at least two situations of practical interest:   cjoled 
detectors equipped with cooled radiation shields and room temperature detectors 
whose responsive element is immersed in a lens of high index.   Actually, the solid 
angle that one wishes to know for a flat detector element is the solid angle weighted 
at each angle by the cosine of the angle of incidence.   This is called the weighted 
solid angle and is denoted by Q.   Several kinds of weighted solid angles need to be 
distinguished. 



(a) The nominal weighted solid angle wn of a detector may be a value 
used in the specification of the detector or it may be the value used to identify the 
detector. 

(b) The adopted v/eighted solid angle fia of a detector is the solid angle 
that is adopted by the test laboratory to calculate the value of D**. 

(c) The effective weighted solid angle fte of a detector is defined by 
physical measurements, as follows:   The responsivity at the point x, y on the adopted 
responsive plane S of the detector for radiation coming from the direction e,?   is de- 
noted R(x, y, ö, ?).   The angles 3 and  '. are the polar and azimuthal angles of a spher- 
ical coordinate system with the axis normal to the surface of the responsive plane. 
The effective weighted solid angle 'ie of the detector in steradians is defined by: 

we --   ' ,'  dxdy /  ■ •■cos 6 sin e do  '/j   R(x, y, e,-..)da,/i AeRraax(0,C) | 
FJ G C L 

(2. 4 -7c) 

where Rr,,ax (C, ?) is the maximum value of R(x,y, 0, 0).   h is, of course, scarcely 
contemplated that ar y laboratory will ever meas'ure R(x, y, P , ■; ) as a function of all 
fo ;r variables and then perform the quadruple integration.   But the above expression 
for s;0 does indicate (in a way that r.o words can) the exact conceptual meaning of the 
effective weighted solid angle. 

(3)  If the responsivity of a ietector is independent of the angles o and a, the 
detector is called a Lambertian detector. 

(9) With seme Jetectcr:;, it is considered to be an adequate approximation to 
suppose that the responsivity is independent of the azimuthal angle v.   Then, the 
ietector is said to have circular symmetry. 

(10) For detectors with :irc dar symmetry, the total cone angle - may be used 
instead of the weighted solid angle ...   'fh^ total ::r.c angle ■• is defined in terms of 
.: bv: 

.. - ■  sin2(-/2) (2.4 -10a) 

The relati m between the total cone angle and the ordinary unweighted solid angle UJ 

/2): (2.4-10b) 
i.j. 

-  ^nr; 

As the solid angle .. in equation 2.4-10a is identified with the nominal, adopted, 
or effective v/eighted solid angle,  the equation iefines the nominal, adopted, or 
effective total cone angle, respectively. 

(11) The weighted solid angle of a Lambertian .detector is a = r.   The un- 
weighted solid angle of a hansbertian detector is ^= 2 ■ . 

2. 5     The Detector as a Circuit Element. 

Most detectors nave two electrical terminals. When the radiation incident on 
the detector is steady, the detector may be considered a circuit element and can be 
described as a circuit element.    It should be held in mind, however, that the 



properties of the detector as a circuit element will usually depend on the frequency 
and will sometimes depend on the amount of ambient power Pa and on the dc current 
IQ through the detector. 

(1)  The impedance Z of the detector is defined by: 

ry dE 
Z^df 

(2.5 -la) 

where E is the instantaneous voltage across the terminals of the detector and 1 is 
the instantaneous current through the detector.   The impedance Z is complex: 

Z - n7 i iXy (2.5 -lb) 

(2) The value of Rz at zero frequency is called the dc impedance and is de- 
noted Rzo. 

(3) The unqualified term resistance R is used to describe the ratio of the dc 
volta.ie to the dc current: 

Ti - 50/ln (2,5 -3) 

(4) The impedance Z, both its real and imaginary parts, and the resistance 
R are measured in ohms. 

(5) The impedance Z of some lietectors may be conveniently represented by 
an equivalent circuit that is appropriate to the detector in question.   Examples:   As 
a capacitance C and dynamic resistance Rs in. parallel for high impedance photo- 
conductive cells; as an inductance L and dynamic resistance Rj in series for ther- 
mistor bolometers. 

('')   When radiation detectors are tested the detector is connected to an am- 
olifier and in some cases to bias sources.   The load imoedance ZT is the imnedance 
of the external circuit as seer, from the terminals x" the detector.   Often, the im- 
pedance is almost purely resistive.   Jr. this^case, the load impedance can be repre- 
sented by the load resistance Rj .   ZT  arid IT are measured in ohms. 

2. 6     The Detector Temperature. 

Detectors that operate without refrigeration have responsive elements that 
have a temperature equal to or slightly higher than the ambient temperature.   The 
actual temperature of the responsive element is often nonuniform and is difficult to 
measure experimentally.   The user of the detector normally has little interest in 
the actual temperature of the responsive element. 

In this standard, the term detector temperature T indicates the ambient 
ten.perature if the detector is not refrigerated or the nominal temperature of the 
coolant if the detector is refrigerated. 

7he detector temperature T is measured in dcirees Kelvin. 



2.7    The Bias. 

Most kinds of individual detectors have externally adjustable parameters that 
permit a variation of the responsivity (and of the detectivity).   Examples of these 
adjustable parameters are the biasing current in bolometers and photoconductive 
cells, the applied potentials in multiplier phototubes and simple phototubes, the 
biasing voltage in back-biased junctions, the emitter current in phototransistors, 
the several adjustable parameters of the Golay detector, and the magnetic field in 
photoelectromagnetic detectors.   Indeed, only the thermocouple is free of such 
adjustable parameters. 

AH of those parameters have the effect of varying the performance of the de- 
tector.   The tern, "bias" will be used as a generic term to refer to any of these 
adjustable parameters.   When the bias is the biasing current of a photoconductive 
cell, the recommended unit is the ampere and the recommended symbol is i. 

(1) The optimum bias bp is the bias that maximizes the detectivity when it is 
measured with radiation with a wavelength near > D and a chopping frequency near 
fp. 

(2) The maximum value of the bias bn; is the maximum value recommended 
by the manufacturer. 

2.3    The Test Equipment:   Radiation Sources and Voltmeters. 

2. S. 1   Radiation Gources:  In measuring the responsivity of radiation detectors, 
it is customary to use throe different kinds of modulated sources.   All of the sources 
are equipped with choppers.    One is a black-body source; the second is a mono- 
chromatic source; and the third is a variable frequency source. 

(1)   With the black-body so .rce,  the wavelength distribution from the 
black body is supposed to be Known on an absolute basis and is described by the 
scectral irradiance H 

of its outcut. 

.,rms. 

(2)   The monochromatic scurc'? is characterised by the wavelength :■. 

(3)   The variable frequency source is characterized by the fundamental 
frequency f of its output.   The fundamental frequency of the chopped radiation is 
denoted by f, and the amplitude of the power (or irradiar.ee) of the chopped radiation 
is measured by the root-mean-square amplitude of the Fourier component with the 
fundamental frequency. 

Voltmeters: The term voltmeter as used in this section is equivalent to 
the combination of die low-noise amplifier, tunable filter, and voltmeter, as de- 
scribed in sections 3. 5.  3. 6. and 3. 7. 

The signal voltage (or current) in the output of the detector is measured with 
a voltmeter such that the gain g(v) of the voltmeter has its maximum value when v 
is equal to the chopping frequency f, and such that the gain g(v) is negligible re- 
lative to g(f) when v is equal to any of the harmonics of f--that is to say, when v 
is equal to 2f, 3f, 4f, etc. 



The voltmeter IG to be such that it indicates the root-mean-square voltage of 
the component of frequency f. 

(Note:   Henceforth, in this standard except in section 3. 6 it is unnecessary to 
distinguish between the chopping frequency f and the frequency v of the electrical 
output of the detector.   The symbol f will be used to denote both v and f.) 

2.9     The Responsivity. 

The responsivlty is here defined only for periodically modulated radiation. 
Furthermore, it is supposed that, as described in section 2. 8, the electrical meas- 
uring equipment has its maximum gain at the chopping frequency of the radiation 
input and a negligible gain at the harmonic frequencies. 

The responsivlty of a detector is usually measured with an amplifier connected 
between the detector output terminals and the instrument that measures the voltage. 
If the output of the amplifier is (mistakenly) tar:en as the output of the detector, one 
obtains a responsivlty R2g that is increased by the gain g of the amplifier and is in- 
fluenced by the finite load impedance Zi . 

(1) The responsivlty in general is the ratio of the rms value of the fundamental 
component of the electrical output of the detector to the rms value of the fundamental 
component of the input radiation power when the power is incident normally on the 
adopted responsive plane.   The responsivity is measured in volts per watt or in 
amoer^s oe1^ watt 

(2) The responsivity Rz is the responsivlty referred to the terminals of the 
ietector but influenced bv the finite load impedance ZT . 

(2)  The responsivity R is the responsivity referred to the terminals of the 
referred t: an infinite load impedance.   R may be termed the open- 

irc at resncnsivity. 
ae tec tor änc 

(4) The responsivities defined above may be called absolute responsivities 
to distinguish then; from a relative responsivity.   A relative responsivity is an 
absolute responsivity multiplied by a constant whose value may or may not be known. 

(5) A sir;.pi-?, wi iely used procedure permits the measurement of R directly 
without first measuring m-,.    This procedure involves the injection of a calibrating 
voltage in series with the detector unaer test by the mechanism of a small resist- 
ance between the detector's jround terminal and ground.   The details are given in 
oe^uono •, dnu -i. 

(6)  The responsivity 
followim r.arameters: 

individual detector usuallv denends on all of the 

(a) .e snectr: the radiation ("■.) 
(b) The chopping frequency (f) 
(c) The detector temperature (T) 
(d) The bias (b) 
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(7)  The responsivity Rm(f) is the responsivity R at the peak wavelength 1   A. 
P:, The responsivity R and detectivity D have their maxima with respect to wavelength 

at the same wavelength \ 0. 

(8) The responsivity RM (^) is the responsivity R at the peak modulation fre- 
guency fp, which is defined as the frequency that maximizes the detectivity D^ with 
respect to the modulation frequency f.   The use of the subscript p. instead of m is 
intended to emphasize that RM(X) is not the maximum value of R with respect to the 
modulation frequency f. 

(9) The responsivity R^  is the value of the responsivity R at the peak wave- 
length x    and the peak modulation frequency fD.   R has its maximum at the same 
wavelength >- n as does Di, but unless the roof power spectrum of the noise is flat, 
the responsivity R and the detectivity D] do not have their maxima at the same 
modulation frequency. 

2.10  The Detector Noise. 

The electrical noise in the output of a detector is usually measured with an 
amplifier connected between the detector output terminals and the instrument that 
measures the noise.   If the output of the amplifier is (mistakenly) taken as the out- 
put of the detector, the measurement yields a root pov/er spectrum Nzna that is in- 
fluenced by the gain g and the noise n of the amplifier and by the finite load im- 
pedance Z L 

[l]   The root power spectrum Mzn is the root power spectrum referred to the 
terminals of the detector but not corrected for the noise of the amplifier and not 
referred to an infinite load impedance. 

(2)   The root pov/er spectrum Nri is the root power spectrum referred to the 
terminals of the detector and referred to an infinite load impedance but not corrected 
for the noise of the amplifier. 

(2) The root power spectrum Kz is the root power spectrum referred to the 
terminals of the detector and corrected for amplifier noise but not referred to in- 
finite load impedance. 

(4) The root power spectrum N is the root power spectrum referred to the 
terminals of the detector, referred to an infinite load impedance, and corrected for 
amplifier noise. 

(5) A simple and widely used procedure permits the measurement of Nn 

directly -yyithout first measuring Nznrf.   This procedure involves the injection of a 
calibratiftg voltage in scries with the'detector under test, by the mechanism of a 
small, known resistance connected between the detector's around terminal and 
ground.   The details are given below in sections 3 and 4. 

(6) The root power spectrum N of an individual detector usually depends on 
all of the following parameters: 

(a) The frequency (f) 
(b) The detector temperature (T) 
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(c) The ambient power (Pa) 
(d) The spectrum of the ambient power (X) 
(e) The bias (b) 

2.11   The Detectivity. 

The detectivity of a detector can be defined in any of three equivalent ways: 
as the reciprocal of the noise equivalent input, as the signal-to-noise ratio divided 
by the incident power, or as the responsivity divided by the noise.   The last defini- 
tion is used in this standard. 

(1)   The detectivity D is defined, in general, as the ratio of the responsivity 
to the rms noise: 

D - R 

where R is in volts/watt, or 

D = 

v n, rms 

R 

I 

(2.11 -la) 

(2.11 -lb) 

where R is L, amperes/watt.   This ratio does not depend on whether the right-hand 
quantities are measured at the output of the amplifier or at the detector terminals, 
nor does it depend en whether the quantities are referred to a finite or infinite load 
resistance.   But the value obtained for D does depend on whether the rms noise is 
corrected for the noise of the amplifier.   If uncorrected, the detectivity is denoted 
Dr, and if corrected,  D.   D is measured in reciprocal watts. 

(2)   The detectivity D] is called the detectivity for unit bandwidth of noise and 
is corrected for the noise of the amplifier.   The corresponding quantity not corrected 
for the noise of the amplifier is written Di!V   One has: 

Di. 

and 

'zn 

'za 

(MfDr 
r'Zn 

R,. R ih 

(2.11 -2a) 

(2.11 -2b) 

where Af is the noise bandwidth defined by equation 2. 3 -4.   D]_ is measured in the 

unit: (cps)Vwatt.   (The bandwiath AV of section 2. 3 is identical with / f in this 
section.) 

(3)  The detectivity D*, pronounced "D star," is the detectivity Di reduced 
to unit area by the root-area relation 

D* = AarD1 = (AaAf)^D 
i 

D* is measured in the unit: cm-(cps)2/watt. 

(2.11 -3) 

(4)   The detectivity D**, pronounced "D double star,1' is the detectivity D^ re- 
duced to unit area and to a weighted solid angle of •'' steradians. 

D^^AaV^Di (2.11-4) 
D** is measured in the unit: cm-(cps)"/watt. 
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(5) The detectivities D, D^, D*, and D*:,: of an individual detector usually de- 
pend on all of the following parameters: 

(a) The spectrum of the radiation (ä.) 
(b) The chopping frequency (f) 
(c) The detector temperature (T) 
(d) The ambient power (P;i) 
(e) The spectrum of the ambient power (x.) 
(f) The bias (b) 

The detectivity D depends also on the noise bandwidth ".f used in the measurement. 

(6) The detectivities D, Di, D*, and D**^   as well as the corresponding quan- 
tities not corrected for the noise of the amplifier, all differ by factors that depend 
neither on the wavelength x nor on the modulation frequency f.   Therefore, the wave- 
length and frequency that maximize one of these detectivities maximize all of the 
others,   The peak wavelength Xp and the peak modulation frequency frj are the values 
of k and f that simultaneously maximize the detectivity.   The values of the detec- 
tivities at the peak wavelength -•.,. and at the peak modulaticn frequency f, are 
denoted by Dmm, Di,,,,,-;, D*n,,r:, D**^^. 

(7) The detectivities measured at the neak modulaticn frequency f.; are de- 
noteuoy Dr;.(..), :>,,(■.), D*, (,),  D^J,)'. 

(o)   The detectivities measured at the neak v/avelenath  ■.,- are denoted by 
■)r;.(f),  !):n.(f),  D*rr(f),  D*V,W- 

(G)   The reciprocal of each of the detectivities is a noise eq ;ivalent power. 
ior exami lo, the noise equivalent power ?-■ may be defined as the reciprocal of D: 

P;;      ;/:: (2.11-9) 

::. 19.  Er. 

(1) The con ;epts of responsivity ami detectivity defined in the preceding sec- 
tions have been k rmulated in terms of a periodical!:, modulated radiation signal. 
In this section, the radiation signal is s ipocsed to be in the form of a pulse.   E 
denotes the total energy of the pulse and is measured in joules. 

(2) The detector is s ;pi ooed to be connected to a noiseless amplifier with 
the gain g(f).   At the o ;tp it cf the amplifier, the total rms noise voltage is denoted 
Vn.   The maxim ;m voltage of the electrical signal p ilse with respect to time is 
denoted Vc„.   The eriercjy detectivity is :iefined by: 

(2. 12 -2) 
EV,. 

The energy detectivity   . is measured in reciprocal joules. 

(3)   The energy detectivity  '. is the reciprocal of the noise equivalent energy 
EJVJ, which is defined as the value of the pulse energy E that makes the signal-to- 
noise ratio Vsp/Vn equal to unity, 
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(4)  The value of the energy detectivity A depends on the shape of the radiation 
pulse and on the amplifier gain function g(f).   It can be shown that the maximum 
possible value of A is achieved if the following three conditions are satisfied:. 

(a)  The pulse is very short--specifically, the duration of the pulse is 
very small compared with the detective Lime constant T^. 

(b)  The gain g(f) is of the form: 

g(f) = constant R/N^ (2.12 -4b) 

(c)  The sum of the phase shift in the detector and the phase shift of 
the amplifier is directly proportional to the frequency. 

When these three conditions are satisfied, the energy detectivity is given by 
i i 

-2. ^mU) = 2| J0 :DiU, f)^dfj = Dlm( J/Td2 (2.12 -4c) 

m -(x) is measured in reciprocal joules. 

(5)   The energy detectivity A*, pronounced l!delta star/' is the energy detec- 
tivity A reduced to unit area by the root area relation: 

V  F 
(2.12 -5) 

• * i is measured in on;, joule. 

{''.')   The energy detectivity A'VU) is the energy detectivity äm{\} reduced to 
ir.it area by the root area relation 

fcmU) = 2: j   :D*U, f)^df ;   -:DV(x)/^-; (2.12 -6) 

(7)   The energy detectivity ■'-*r-n is the energy detectivity A*rr(x) measured 
at the peak wavelength vD. 

2. 12   The ^ime Constant. 

If the complex responsivity depends on the frequency in accordance with the 
relation: 

;.(f) = Vd *-2-if:) (2. 13) 

then there is general agreement that the (responsive) time constant is equal to -. 
Other than in this paragraph, all of the responsivities dealt with in this standard 
represent the modulus of the complex responsivity rather than complex restonsivity 
per se. 

When the responsivity does not depend on the frequency in accordance with 
the above relation, controversy sets in.   Some persons believe that no effort should 
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be made to define a time constant.   Others assert that some particular definition 
should be used.   Among the definitions that have been proposed are the following: 

(a) The reciprocal of the angular frequency at which the responsivity 
is 0. 707 times the zero frequency responsivity. 

(b) The reciprocal of the angular frequency where the low- and high- 
frequency asymptotes intersect (in a plot of log P. versus logf). 

(c) The reciprocal of the angular frequency where the slope of the log 
R versus logf curve is minus one-half (minus 3 decibels per octave). 

(d) The reciprocal of the angular frequency where the phase lag is 
45 degrees. 

(e) Any of the times required for approach to a steady state after a 
transient radiation signal. 

All of these time constants are equal when the above equation holds; otherwise 
all of them may differ. 

All of the time constants represent an effort to measure the speed of response 
of the detector or, in different words, to measure the bandwidth of the detector. 
Accordingly, the writers of this standard have elected to define the time constant 
in terms of the bandwidth. 

The time constants defined in (3) and (4) below involve measurements made 
over the entire frequency range of the detector.   To determine whether a detector 
satisfies a specification, such measurements are not always desirable.   Accordingly, 
(5) and (6) provide a pair of alternative definitions for use only in specifications. 
These two alternative definitions are based on measurements made at two pre- 
assigned frequencies. 

Chopping frequencies up to about 50, 000 cps are considered to be practical 
for achievement in a small testing laboratory.   Time constants greater than about 
5 x-10"6 second can be measured on the basis of the definitions given in (3) and (4) 
below.   Time constants shorter than about i x 10": second are not easy to measure. 
The only simple method to measure time constants much shorter than 5 x 10""° 
second is to observe the response to a square pulse of radiation.   The pulse time 
constant in (7) is based on this approach. 

Because of the distributed and shunt capacity of the detector itself, all of the 
time constants defined in this section will depend to a greater or lesser extent on 
the value of the load resistor RT .   Although the method of measurement recom- 
mended in section 4. 1 completely eliminates the effect of the shunt capacity of the 
input of the preamplifier, it does not eliminate the effect of the shunt capacity of 
the detector itself. 

(1)   The responsive bandwidth (.'T)r is defined by: 

(Af)r = y'0L
rR(f)]2df/: RmaxJ2 (2.13 -1) 

o 
where R(f) is the responsivity and Rmax i3 the maximum value of R with respect to 
frequency.   Note that Rj^ax is not identical with R^(A-). 
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(2)   The detective bandwidth (Af)^ is defined by: 

(Af)d = /  [D*U,f)J2df/ [D*m(0]2       (2. 13 -2) 

Both bandwidths are measured in cycles per second. 

(3) The responsive time constant  ir is defined by 

Tr= l/(4(Af)r) 

(4) The detective time constant r^ is defined by: 

T.d   -:    l/(4(Af)d) 

(2, 13 -3) 

(2. 13 -4) 

(5)   The specification-type responsive time constant Trs is defined by 

rs 
,-) 9 

[H(fi)>-- :R(f2)^ 

[f2R(f2)] 2 - [fiR(fl)j 

(2.13 -5a) 

where f^ and fo are frequencies that must be included in the specification.   (For 
some specifications it may be convenient to define f^ and fg by: 

h = i fr 
■^  rs 

(2. 13 -5b) 

where ''rS is a specified design-center responsive time constant.) 

(6)  The specification-type detective time constant ■?$% is defined by: 

j :D*(fl)T:- :D*(i2)-2 

jgD^fo::2 - :fiD*(fi): 

(2.13 -6a) 

where f^ and fg are frequencies that must be included in the specification.   (For 
some soecificatnns it may be convenient to define fi and f? by: 

f. 
20-r^ 

(2. 13 -6b) 
'ds 

where -r^s is a specified design-center detective time constant.) 

(7)   The pulse time constant T    is measured by exposing the detector to a rec- 
tangular pulse of radiation.   Because the pulse time constant is a type of responsive 
time constant, the result depends on the gain-versus-frequency curve of the ampli- 
fier used and on the magnitude of the resistance that is in shunt with the detector. 
The gain should be flat up to frequencies that are large compared with 2 rr/r-p.   The 
result usually depends markedly on the value of the shunt resistance.   When the 
shunt resistance is made so small that the RC time constant is small compared with 
the value measured, the pulse time constant is called the intrinsic time constant. 

The rise and fall times of the radiation pulse must be short compared with 
the pulse time constant being measured.   The rise time constant is equal to the 
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time required for the signal voltage (or current) to rise to 0. 63 times its asymptotic 
value.   The fall time constant is equal to the time required for the signal voltage 
to fall to 0. 37 of the asymptotic value.   If the detector and amplifier are linear, the 
rise and fall time constants are equal and are called the pulse time constant P- If 
the rise and fall times are unequal,  the detector-amplifier system is nonlinear  and 
the system lies outside the scope of this standard. 

2. 14  The Two Classes of Detectors. 

The various types of radiation detectors tend to fall into one or the other of 
two mutually exclusive classes according to the way that the energy detectivity 
D*m(\) of the given detector can be traded for detective bandwidth. 

(1) In Class I detectors the detectivity D*m(x) is independent of the detective 
time constant rq.   Examples of Class I detectors are (a) those whose detectivity is 
limited   by  radiation noise or generation recombination noise and (b) all photo- 
emissive detectors. 

(2) In Class ü detectors, the energy detectivity A*m(^) is independent of the 
detective time constant TJ.   Examples of Class 11 detectors are thermocouples, 
bolometers, and some kinds of photoconductive cells that have a detectivity limited 
by 1/f noise. 

2.15  The Detective Q'iantum Efficiency. 

(1)   If nearly monochromatic radiation from an unmodulated thermal source 
is incident or. a detector, the mean square fluctuation in the power is given by: 

(AP)? Av- 2EPa-M (2. 15 -1) 

where  : is the Bose-Einstein coherence factor that may be taken equal to unity for 
all practical purposes.   (The formal condition for     to be close to unity is that the 
product of the wavelength and the temperature of the source be less than about 5000 
micron-degrees.)  E is the energy of a photon of the wavelength in question, Pa is 
the ambient pov/er, and Af is the noise bandwidth. 

(2)   If there is no other radiation; incident on the detector and if the power 
emitted by the detector is negligible compared with Pa and if there is no other source 
of noise in the detector, then the detectivity D is the reciprocal of • (AP)2 ■p^?:. 

D . l/(2EPaAf)7: (2.15 -2a) 

and the detectivity D^ is given by: 

Di     l/(2EPa)r (2.15 -2b) 

In the presence of the given ambient radiation, the expressions 2.15 -2a and 2.15 - 
2b indicate the maximum possible detectivity. No actual detector can have a higher 
detectivity, and all detectors in practice have a lower detectivity. 
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(3) The detective quantum efficiency i;j defined in general by: 

["      Measured detectivity Dl ] (2. 15 -3) 
D ~  l Maximum possible detectivity Dj  i 

(4) In the special case of sections (1) and (2), where the incident unmciulated 
radiation is nearly monochromatic, the detective quantum efficiency is give,, by: 

QD = 2EPa (Measured Dj)2 (2.15 -4) 

(5) When the incident radiation is not nearly monochromatic, the calculation 
of the maximum possible detectivity becomes more con.plex--the result depending 
both on the way the detectivity depends on the wavelength and on the spectrum of the 
incident power.   For the very special case in which the incident radiation has the 
spectrum of a black body with temperature Tj^, and in which the detector has equal 
detectivity for all wavelengths, one has: 

a!;j  ■ SkT^P^Measure.i ;>)'' (2.15-5) 

where k is the Boltzn;ann constant. 

(6) The letoctive quantum efficiency jjjr (■.) is the detective quantum ef- 
ficiency Q:) measured at the peak ?nodulation frequency fv 

(7) The ietective q umtun. efficiency T1;, (f) is the 'Jetective quantum ef- 
ficiency Ty measured at the neun wavelength ■., . 

(8) The  iete::tive quantum effi dency Ty.. ..  is the ietective quantum ef- 
ficiency kr, measure i at the ; eak nuodulaticn freq ;en ;y :,  an ; at the peak wave- 
lenqth ■,, 

2.16   The ka "korubiLity Prouerty. 

The facterability property : em.its the mspensivity of a detector,  considered 
as a function ■ f the wavelength and uf the modulation frequency, to oe represented 
as tiie product of two factors, one of which depends only on the wavelength and the 
other of which "iepends only en the frequency: 

RU,f) = constant L(x)?(f) (2.16) 

TUP factorability property is nearly always assumed (often without comment) in the 
description of the performance of radiation detectors. 

(1) For a detector that iias this property, a very important simplification is 
possible in the measurement and definition of the.responsivity.   It permits the 
detector's responsivity to be completely^determined by measurement of the re- 
sponsivity as a function of wavelength at a single frequency and by measurement of 
responsivity as a function of the frequency at a single wavelength. 

(2) Many important detectors have the factorability property, but there is an 
important class of photoconductive detectors whose responsivity is not at all fac- 
torable. 
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(3) Every detector has a responsivity that is factorable ii the radiation is con- 
fined within one, two, or more wavelength bands.   With some doped germanium de- 
tectors, for example, the responsivity is factorable if all of the radiation is shorter 
than about 1. 6 microns or if all of it is longer than about 2. 0 microns.   The wave- 
length bands are called factorability bands.   With most detectors, the user will 
usually be interested in the factorability band comprising the longest wavelengths. 
For most purposes, it is sufficient to measure within this one band. 

(4) A. radiation filter that is opaque to radiation not within a factorability band 
is called a factorability filter. 

3.   ST AND APS TEST EQUIPMENT 

The test laboratory shall use equipment that conforms with the requirements 
of this section or alternative cq n'pment that is capable of equivalent precision of 
measurement for the detectors ;mier test. 

Calibrated 3: mal ^rn erator 

The calibrated signal aer.erator shall produce at its output terminals a sine 
wave vo".tage :f ac mrately kr.cv/r. rms amplitude with a frequency adjustable over 
the range over which the r--s: onsivity m to be measured.   In a comprehensive test 
laboratory,  tnis rar.ue will be from abo ;t : ms to about 100, 000 cps.   The output 
volta'Te shoul i be a: oroximatelv 1 volt rms. 

ill' 

! >etoctcr Oircuit. 

'ircuit is the lich the' ietector is placed.   This cir- 
i resist r, and means cf coupling tne 
.-'":  i-"-.,' a resistor 'R-^i to inject the 
t connection tc tne bias sources, if 
all njnu.areu v.;ith Z ; a 1-ohm re- 

sist..;' is sfton :se::.    Figure A T Appendix A shows a detector circuit for the 
s; octal r.L:-:- is which the detector is a ; h.ctoconductive detector or a bolometer 
The resisto1" R^ has a resistance equal t'" the characteristic impedance of the 

A       Pis •,li. 

"'he i ias supplies pro i ;ce the biasinn voltaces :;r currents that the detector 
requires for its 
-.eolicible corn-pared with its 1 ;a;i irmxriancc 

mation.   The internal In.io iar.ee of each volta-'fo suoolv shall be 

t/^VV -1.0 ise Amulifier. 

The luw-noise amplifier amplifies the signal received from the detector cir- 
cuit to a level where it may be filtered and measured without appreciable introduction 
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of additional noise.   The? low-noise amplifier shall have stable gain and, preferably, 
uniform gain over the range over which the responsivity is to be measured. | 

i 

3.6    Tunable Filter. 

The tunable filter shall have a center frequency v^ that can be varied over 
the range over which the responsivity is to be measured.   The tunable filter shall 
have stable gain, and the maximum gain g^ shall preferably be independent of the 
tuning of the filter and shall not vary irregularly as the center frequency is varied. 
When used in connection with the measurement of the responsivity, the tunable filter 
shall have a gain g(v) that is negligible compared to g(f) when v is equal to any of 
the harmonics of f (see 2. B. 2),   When used in connection with measuring the power 
spectrum :)f the detector noise, the tunable filter shall have a bandwidth ^v that is 
not greater than the larger of i: epe and 0. 222 vr/;.   (The condition Av = 0. 232 vm 
corresponds to a one-third octavo filter.) 

3. 7    M111 tirange Voltmoter. 

The multirar.'je voltmeter measures the signal voltages and the noise voltages. 
The calibration of the voltmeter shall he known over the range over which the re- 
spensivity an,, noise are to be measured.    This voltmeter preferably will be of the 
ty; e that reads the true root-mean-square amplitude of an arbitrary waveform. 
(If the voltmeter is m the common typo that is calibrated to read the rms amplitude 
of a sine wave but that actually measures the time average of the absolute value of 
the 'lifferer.ee between the instantaneous voltage and the time average voltage, the 
meter will read lev; by the factor 2^/2/- - 0.9003 on a noise with a Gaussian dis- 
trib ;Lion of amplitudes.) 

The noise bandwidth .■' f (defined by equation 2. 3 -4) of the combination of low- 
noise amplifier, tunable filter, and voltmeter shall be known as a function of the 
frequency sotting of the tunable filter.   If the low-noise amplifier and the voltmeter 
have gains- that are independent of frequency, the over-all noise bandwidth is the 
same as the ^oise bandwidth of the tunable filter. 

3. S    Radiation Sources. 

The test laboratory shall use the following three radiation sources. 

3. 3. 1   31ack-5ody Gourco: The black-body source shall be chopped and stable 
in temperature.   The chopper may be for a single fixed frequency fc.   The black- 
body source shall produce an accurately known spectral irradiance in the adopted 
reference plane of the detector, and the irradiance shall be uniform over the area 
of the detector.   The measure of the spectral irradiance that shall be known is the 
rms amplitude of the fundamental component of the spectral irradiance.   This am- 
plitude is denoted H-^ rrrs-   In the process of determining H\ rms; the radiation 
from the chopper must be taken into account.   Furthermore, if radiation filters 
are used to eliminate radiation outside of a chosen factorability band, the absorp- 
tance and eraittance of the filter must be taken into account.   The result of cor- 
recting for the chopper radiation (and for a filter, if used) is a spectral irradiance 
that does not match exactly the spectral irradiance of any black body. 
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The total irradiance Hrrns is given by: 

"rms ~ J   H^ rmsdx (3.8.1) 
o 

The means used to secure an accurate calibration of the black-body source lie out- 
side the scope of this standard which requires only that the best available physical 
procedures be used. 

3.8.2   Monochromatic Source:   The monochromatic source shall consist of a 
stable source of radiation and a rnonochromator (preferably double-pass) with a 
chopper placed between the source and the monochromater.   The source shall be 
capable of providing a wavelength band of radiation that is not wider than one- 
thirtieth of the center wavelength.   The chopper may be for a single fixed frequency 
which shall be the same as the frequency fc of the black-body source.   When feasible, 
the irradiance produced by the monochromatic source shall be uniform over the re- 
sponsive surface of the detector. 

3.8, 3   Variable-Frequency Source:   The variable-frequency source shall con- 
sist of a stable source of radiation and a variable-frequency chopper.   In most cases, 
the source of radiation will be a black-body source equipped, when necessary, with 
a factorability filter.   Several sources may be used to cover the entire frequency 
range of interest; but, if several are used,  their frequency ranges must overlap. 
The irradiance produced by the variable-frequency source shall be uniform over 
the responsive surface of the detector.   The frequency of the variable-frequency 
source need not be continuously adjustable; a series of fixed frequencies may be 
used. 

3.lc'    Thermal Detector. 

The test laboratory shall use a thermal detector for calibration. 

The variation v/ith wavelength of the responsivity of the thermal detector shall 
be known as accurately as possible.   Although the method of calibrating such a 
detector is beyond the scope of this standard, the following suggestions may be of 
some value. 

It is suggested that one standard laboratory in each country establish a refer- 
ence thermal detector.   Each test laboratory can then calibrate its own thermal 
detector against the reference detector.   A possible method of obtaining a reference 
detector is by a process of elimination among several detectors of a type known to 
have an emissivity approximately independent of wavelength.   This exercise can be 
coupled with the calibration of a black-body source.   The variation with temperature 
of the spectral radiance of a black-body source is calculable, and the variation of 
the total radiance with temperature and wavelength provides possibilities for com- 
parison of the absorptance-versus-wavelength function of several thermal detectors. 

3. 10  Equipment for Measuring Impedance and Other Circuit Elements. 

The test laboratory shall-have the usual equipment needed to measure the im- 
pedance of the detector and other circuit elements.   It shall also have the equipment 
required to keep the other equipment in calibration.   In particular, the test labor- 
atory shall have equipment to calibrate the output of the signal generator. 
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'.'■■. 11   Equiprnenl for Measuring i\C':;pori;;ivity Contours. 

The tost laboratory shall have means for irradiating a very small spot on the 
surface of the detector.   This device shall consist of a source, a chopper, and a 
microscope equipped with a mechanical stage and shall have provision for inserting 
factor-ability filters.   Reflection-type objectives shall be used. 

3. 12   Equipment for Measuring Pulse Time Constants. 

Lf pulse time constants are to be measured, the test laboratory shall have 
appropriate equipment, including a wide-band amplifier and oscilloscope. 

4. STANDARD TEST PROCEDURES 

This section recommends a straight-forward set of test procedures that sum- 
marise ■• the most advanced methods of the current state of the art according to the 
representatives of a number of tost laboratories.   Other test procedures than those 
recommended here may be employed; but, if depa.'tures are made from the recom- 
mended procedures,  the test laboratory making the departures must assume the 
burden of establishing, by actual test,  that the modified procedures give results of 
equivalent accuracy.    Furthermore,  if procedures; are employed that differ from 
those described her'dr.,  the departures shall bo described in the standard report or 
in the ext-lar.atior that accomtanies the stundarq report (see section C). 

The test prccodures may be divi ie i inP two inde; endest groups. In the 
group are the :;.oas :rements that viel i the respensivity, and in the second gr-, 
are the measurements that vield the r   A :,.;'.ver s; e'-'trum of the noise.    Frc:;. 

■tivitv is -:al- date 

it 
•i   ""      ■ r ~ • ■ T i ■■ > ■    i »■    j- «i ;■-.   ■ ' I '',   rv» •■; > ■     - ■. >"    I" 'l t"■ ■\b 

The ^ossonsivif, 

-•ctrical equipment shall be conn 
ri-jV/.-   UlC i.''. I 'd '   :: 

r reauires a sir.ele bias vcltaue. 

.nv   ;etern.inari ,■:. et tn1 

.onto v.ith radiati•■. so ;r 
sivity in?; Ives three separate series of mea- 
; ::</ n .n.'.c'i 'ul integration. 

be normally incident on the iete-k 
a sire';ties of propagratio!'. v/itrü:. : 
ulane of the detector. 

cribed in so 'tie: 4. 1, the signal radiation shall 
specifically, the signal radiation shall all have 
eorees of the ncrmal to the adooted responsive 

;asi:ren.e:.b; describea in section 4. 1   tue amount of signal 
radiation shall be coriir.ed to the ranne in which the o Tout siunal (V,- or L-) is pro- 
portional to tue incident power P.;.   Confirmation of this linearity shall be obtained 
with each detector. 

(1)   The measurement of the responsivity involves the use of the factorability 
property.    For those detectors where this property dees not hold for the entire 
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range of wavelengths that may be of interest, the black-body source and the variable- 
frequency source shall both be equipped with a factorability filter that confines the 
radiation to one of the bands of wavelengths within which the factorability property 
holds. 

(2) The first step is to establish approximate values of the peak wavelength 
x,p, the peak modulation frequency fp, and the optimum bias bp (or biases, if there 
are more than one).   Experience with similar detectors will usually indicate a first 
approximation for \-p and fp.   The determination of ^p is easier than of the others 
since no noise measurements need be made..   Then, with the variable-frequency 
source, equipped with a factorability filter if needed, the modulation frequency and 
the bias are adjusted independently until the values are found that simultaneously 
maximize the detectivity D]_.   Thus, one finds *-p, fD, and bp.   The detailed pro- 
cedures to be used in this step are identical with those described in the sections 
4.1 through 4. 3.   It may be that the optimum bias bp will exceed the manufacturer's 
maximum recommended bias for continuous operation.   In such event, the maximum 
recommended bias shall be used instead of bD.   The actual value of fp may be 
greater than the highest frequency f;-, available v/ith the variable-frequency chopper. 
In such event, the results shall be given for the frequency f^ instead of f:j, and the 
peak wavelength \p and peak bias bp will then be redefined as the wavelength and 
bias that maximize D*(\,fj1). 

(3) With the bias set aL bp and the tunable filter set at fc,  the black-body 
source, equipped v/ith a factoraoility filter if needed, is used to irradiate the de- 
tector, with the signal generator set at zero output.   The reading E of the multi- 
range voltmeter is noted.   Then the irradiation is removed, the signal generator is 
set to the frequency fc, and the attenuator is adjusted to the value that gives the 
same reading E on the multirange voltmeter.   The open-circuit-detector signal 
voltage Vs rTr,s is the voltage across the calibrating resistor Rcal- 

(4) The power Prn:s incident on the adopted responsive area of the detector 
is obteineu from the known irradiance hrr>- - unon multiclication by the adopted area 

Prms =VW (4-1-4a) 

The corresponding responsivity is given by: 

H -s, rms (4.1 -4b) 
Prms 

where the subscript 32  is used (instead of the more obvious bb) to emphasize that 
the spectrum of the radiation produced by the black-body source is not necessarily a 
a black-body spectrum. 

(5)   With the bias set at bp and the tunable filter set at fc, the detector is 
irradiated by the monochromatic source.   The center wavelength of the mono- 
chromator is then varied over the wavelength range of interest, and the relative 
signal voltage Es rms indicated by the multirange voltmeter is recorded as a func- 
tion of wavelength.   The detector under test is then replaced by the thermal detector, 
and the relative signal voltage Es rrns th is recorded as a function of the wave- 
length. 
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(6)   The relative responsivity is then calculated by: 

L(J=   Es>rms£U) (4.1-6) 
Es, rms, th 

as a function of the wavelength, where e (:0 is the relative responsivity of the thermal 
detector if it is known to differ from a constant. 

(The determination of the ratio of voltages in the last equation is tedious if it 
is clone manually for each wavelength.   Several methods have been used to record 
L(,v) directly.   One of these methods uses a modification of a commercial double- 
beam infrared spectrometer.   In this modification, the radiation falls alternately 
on the two detectors, with a frequency of alternation equal to fc.   The two output 

.voltages are then compared and actuate a servo system that moves a nonselective 
attenuator—a comb, for example—in the path of the radiation to the thermal de- 
tector, so that the two output voltages have a constant ratio.   The chart of the spec- 
trometer then records L(x) directly.) 

(7)   With the bias set at bn,  the variable-frequency source, equipped with a 
factorability filter if needed, is used to irradiate the detector.   As the frequency 
of the source is varied,  the center frequency of the tunable filter is continuously 
adjusted to the chopping frequency.    The signal voltage Es Tms read on the multi- 
range voltmeter is recorded as a function of the frequency.   The source is then 
removed, and the signal generator with a fixed attenuator setting is varied over the 
same range of frequencies.   As die frequency is varied, the center frequency of 
the tunable filter is continuously adjusted to the same frequency.   The voltage 
Ec  rrns road on the rr.ultirar.ge voltmeter is recorded as a function of frequency. 
(If a chopper is employed that mod dates the radiation sinusoidally, so-that Pg, P3, 
P4, etc., of equation 2.2 -9a are all zero,  then the tunable filter may be removed 
from the electronic system.   This method provides an appreciable simplification 
of the method of measurement.) 

(5)   The relative responsivity F(f) is then computed by: 

_..>     Es,rmse(f) (4.1 -8) 
J.   U ,(    - 

where e(f) is the relative voltage produced by the signal generator if the voltage is 
not the same at all frequencies. 

(9)   From the experimental results described in foregoing paragraphs (4), 
(6), and (S) the absolute responsivity as a function of the wavelength \ and the modu- 
lation frequency f is given by: 

R(x,f) ='R,. •   L('l)Frms Fjf) (4.1 -9) 
}U\)Px,rms^    F(fc) 

where Px rms is the spectral power of Frrns- Note that the value of R(x,,f) is not 
changed if either L(x) or ?(f) is multiplied by a constant. Nor is R(x,f) changed if 
Prrns and Px rrns are multiplied by the same constant. 
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(10) The responsivity Rm(0 at the peak wavelength \p (irr/olved in figure 1 
described in section 0. 4.1) is given by: 

Rm(f) = R.!n    LUP)P™s . £(£_ (4. 1 -10) 
/L(OP^rmsdX F(fc) 

(11) The responsivity ratio R^{k)/Rtr . involved in figure 3 described in sec- 
tion 5. 4. 1 is given by: 

MO=L(0 (4.1-11) 

4.2     The Nojge. 

In. the measurement of the noise of a radiation detector, good judgment and 
experience are essential for ensuring that the only noise that appears at the multi- 
range voltmeter is that generated in the detector and in the amplifier.   Continso'is 
vigilance is required to prevent other so irees of noise fron, influencing the results. 
In. par tic ;-lar, the bias s ipplies must not contribute appreciable noise. 

(1)  With the bias set at b;-, with all of the radiation so irees removed, ana 
with the signal generator producinn zero signal, the root-mear.-sqaare noise voltage 
indicate i by the- multirange voltmeter is recorded as a function of the center fre- 
o ier.cv of the t mable filter.   The voltace rea;i is ienoted Er  vw -. 

■j> j 

(;.)   "'he signal generator is set to the froqj>3r.:y at which Lhe tunable filter 
has maxim ;m ;;ain, and the attenuator is adjusted to the value that produces on the 
!., utiran le .'/it...1 ■.■, ^ a .••■-t..;i:. , inac i.   :. iin.eo ii    >■•• .;.    iUe -.jn.jL^nL r. m i,ne 

r-y all freg lon.iies ami is sreferablv taken in the ranne from 10 to , uu 
100.    .'he voltage across the calibrating resistor ;::Cal is denoted ;'c r;^s. 

(::)   O'h.o sign.al ;;'->nc-rat:r is returned to zero o :tp .t and the torminais uf the 
detector are cor.ne ::ou together so that the ";etectcr is electrically short circuited, 
"he root-mean-square noise voltage- indicated by the multirange voltmeter is re- 
corded as a functic:. of the center frequency of the tunable filter.    The voltage read 

■ '-■)•■■■' 

(4)   The ro t power soectr :n. I', (wni ■:. is referred to tim terminals of the 
uetector, referred to an infinite lea'; ins euanm, ami corrected for amplifier noise) 
is calculated bv the formula: 

V;,rms (4.2 -4a) 

(-■■-:)'    (T) 

(4. 2 -4b) 

anu where / : is the noise bandwidth at the froquen •;,■ f. 

(5)   ?or freq mncios at which the ratio k is close to  ;nity,  the two voltages 
^sh rrns a:;f' E0 rms should be measured close together in time in order to reduce 
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the effect of draft in the gain of the measuring equipment.   At frequencies where 
the difference between k and unity cannot be measured reliably, the root power 
spectrum and the detectivity cannot be measured with the equipment used. 

4. 3    The Detectivity. 

The various kinds of detectivity are all calculated from the responsivity 
R(A.,f) (see equation 4.1 -9) and' the root power spectrum N(f) (see equations 4.2 -4a 
and b). 

4. 4    Specifications on the Data Plotted in Figure 4. 

The data plotted in figure 4 of the standard report (see 5. 4. 1 and Appendix A) 
shall be measured with the variable-frequency source, equipped with a factorability 
filter if needed, with the modulation frequency fp. 

The curve labeled R shall indicate the relative responsivity as the bias b is 
varied, the arbitrary multiplicative constant to be the same for all of the biases. 
If the impedance of the detector and of the other elements in the detector circuit do 
not vary as the bias is varied, then the relative responsivity is proportional to the 
output voltage Es rn,g of the amplifier.    But if any of these impedances do vary, 
then both Es rrr,s' ana Ec rm3 shall be measured at each value of the bias and the 
ratio taken ir. accordance with equation 4. 1 -3. 

The curve labeled N shall indicate the relative root pov/er spectrum of the 
noise at the frequency fp as the bias is varied, the arbitrary multiplicative constant 
to be the same for all of the biases. 

The curve labeled D| shall be the ratio R/N. 

The values of the bias shall cover the range from a value not more than one- 
)f the optimum bias bD up to the maxircu 

4. £    Measurement of Responsivity Contours. 

tenth of the optimum bias bD up to the maximum bias bR: 

The definition of the effective area Ae of a detector involves the measurement 
of the responsivity R(x, y) for radiation that falls on a very small area centered at 
the point x, y of the responsive plane. 

The method of measuring R(x, y) is not yet ready for full standardization. 
Some steps toward the standardization are given in this section, however. 

(1) The microscope used to focus the radiation on the detector shall be of the 
reflection type.   Refractive microscopes cannot pass the long-wavelength radiation 
that must be used with some detectors whose longest wavelength factorability band 
comprises no wavelengths shorter than 2 or 3 microns. 

(2) The effective size of the spot of radiation shall be 5 to 10 microns in 
diameter. 

(3) Extreme care shall be exercised to ensure that the detector is not respond- 
ing nonlinearly to the radiation.   The large numerical aperture that is usually used 
with a microscipe makes it easy to produce a very high irradiation of the spot. 
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4. G    0ther Meas urgmonts. 

The methods used to measure the impedance, resistance, and capacity of the 
detector are too well known to require detailed description here.   These parameters 
shall be measured at the optimum bias by. 

..„ The method of measuring the pulse time constant is not ready for standardiza- 
tion.   At present only rough values are quoted; and, until higher accuracy is felt to 
be needed, standardization! is not required.   Pulse measurements are not recom- 
mended unless the time constant is so short that it cannot be measured by the 
methods described in 2. 13 (1) through (4). 

5.   THE STANDARD REPORT 

5.1    Description of Detector. 

A. Description of Detector in the standard report shall list as many of the 
following items as is feasible: 

(!)  Type of detector--e. g., PbS evaporated film detector; thermistor 
bolometer; InSb photoelectromagnetic detector. 

(2) Hame and address of manufacturer 
(3) Identification number and serial number 
(4) Date of manufacture* 
{t]   Date of test 
(!'') Electrode material* 
(7) Window material (and thickness in cm if known)* 
(:■) Kominal size and shape of the responsive area (in cm and cm^) 
(9) Dominal responsive area in cm2 

(13) Manufacturer's recommended bias for optimum signal/noise ratio* 
(11) Manufacturer's recommended maximum bias for continuous operation* 
(12) Nominal electrical resistance under recommended operating conditions 
(IS) Nominal weighted solid angle (in steradiaus) 
(14) Production stat ;s--e. g., random sample from production batch* 
{11) Description of the physical size and shape of Die complete detector 

(this should preferably include one or more photographs or sketches 
with the principal iimensions indicated) 

D2    Conditions of Measurement. 

B, Conditions of Measurement  in the standard report shall list the following 
items with respect   to the test conditions: 

(1) Detector temperature 7.' (temperature of coolant in degrees Kelvin if 
detector is cooled or ambient temperature in degrees Kelvin if detector is not 
coded)  /2, 6/ 

(2) Adopted area Aa in square centimeters /2. 4(6)(b)7 

(3) Position of adopted responsive plane if it is not obvious /2. 4(1) - (3)/ 

*As stated by the manufacturer. 
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(4) Adopted weighted solid angle :..a in Gteradian.s PL 4(7)(b)7 

(5) The bias used in the rest,  if any /2. 7(1), 4. 1(2)7 

(6) The temperature T^ of the black-body source used in the measurement of 
the absolute responsivity, in degrees Kelvin /3. 8. l/ 

(7) Description of the way that the spectral irradiance provided by the black- 
body source differs from an ideal black-body source: effect of mirrors and/or filters, 
including the factorability filter, if used /3. 8._l7 

(8) The chopping frequency f.-. of the black-body source /3. 8, l7 

(9) Description of the spectrum T the radiation  ised to measire the relative- 
responsudty-versus-frequency c irve /2. r. 37 

(10)   The chopping frequency D used to measure the relative-responsivity- 
versus-wavelenath curve /3. oV 

(11)   Description of the ambient radiation incident on the detector.   In many 
cases,  this wil. consist of the temnorature of the objects within the solid angle of 
the detector /T 3(4),  3.4(7)/ 

irea ;.: ■as .ro the data in figure 4 (see section 

ti->r. D.l!)11'0'^  "'■■    " 

description :f the n.ask incluiin ; a sketch, if ssar', 

iata in figure 4 (sec sec- 

ea that is irradiated, a 

rircuit. 

;!r.iH in:i; ie u diagram of the input 
icw t;;e ioiectcr; its bias supply, if 
c::: lifior. T'he iiagram snail also 
yy\.   3nc- values of all important 

comoonents rhal- be in.iivated.    C;;i : :■:- A  :; A; seruiiM A su :aes.ts what is needed 
here.) 

v; the v/av the ^alibratijr. vcltaue is intr 

ccner ? > u'itries n.ay se reierreu to ./." Lue manufacturer s type n sn.; er,  out me 
standard report shall als: incl :;ie a brief iescripti u. cf the electrical characteristics 
of such components,    This is partis ;larly importar.t for trarisformers.   The input 
impedance of an inp ;t transfor.m.or shall l^e stated at :\X. iiv,n loncies of interest. 

If the pulse_tim.e constant is ;neasured,  the stan iard report shall state the 
load resistance R--   used in the test. 

If the method of correcting for the noise of the low-noise amplifier iiffers 
fron: that described in section 4.3 the method  ised shall be described in ietaii. 
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5.4    Standard Test Results. 

5. 4.1   Plots:   In the standard report, section D shall contain four plots: 

Figure l—Responsivity vs Frequency:   This is a plot with logarithmic 
scales, the ordinate to be the responsivity Rm(f) in volts per watt and the abscissa 
to be the modulation frequency f in cycles per second.   The plot is to be for the 
optimum bias and for the peak wavelength x.p. 

Figure 2--Root Power Spectrum of the Noise:   This is a plot with 
logarithmic scales, the ordinate to be the root power spectrum M in volts/(cps)? 
and the abscissa to be the frequency in cycles per second.   The plot shall be for 
the optimum bias. 

Figure 3:   This is a plot with a logarithmic ordinate scale and a linear 
or logarithmic abscissa scale with the responsivity ?■',,(A.)/r%;u as the ordinate and 
the wavelength x as the absicissa.   The curve shall be for optimum bias and for the 
peak modulation frequency fD.   The curve shall have a maximum value of unity and 
the ordinate shall be labeled "Relative Scale for R and D."   (Optionally, a reciprocal 
scale may be shown or. the right-hand ordinate and labeled "Relative Scale for Pjvj, 
Jones S" if the test laboratory chooses to tabulate these quantities also.) 

Figure 4--Determination of Optimum Bias: This is a plot with logarith- 
mic scales.   The abscissa is the bias for all of the curves.   The plot shows three 
curves labeled R, .".', and Dj.   The first curve shows the responsivity R measured 
in arbitrary units at the frequency f,-. with radiation limited to the factorability range. 
The second " mve shows the root power spectr :rr. K measured in arbitrary units at 
the freq :enc7 fr,.   The third curve, labeled Di, shows the ratio R/K. 

[.4.£   tabular Data:   The standard 
data concern! 

mt shall contain the followina tabular 
test results: 

(1) Electrical resistance R in ohms at the optimum bias /2. 5(3)7- 

(2) Electrical capacity C in microfarads at the optimum bias /2. 5(5)7 

(3) Wavelength -.,- in microns /2.11(6), 4. 1(2)7 

(4) Frequency fr, in cps or the frequency ih used in the measurements 
for figures 3 and 4 if the peak" frequency fn cannot be reached by the variable-fre- 
quency source/2. 11(6),  4.1(2)/ 

(5) Responsive time constant > in seconds if it can be measured with 
the chopping frequencies available/2.13(5)7. 

(6) The detective time constant "Min seconds if it can be measured 
with the chopping frequencies available/2. 13(4)7, 

(V)   The pulse time constant in seconds if the above two time constants 
cannot be measured with the available chopping frequencies /2.13(7)7   Usually the 
pulse time constant will be stated only when items (5) and (67are not stated. 
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/2.11(6)7. 

(8) The shunt resistance used in measuring the pulse time constant. 

(9) The responsivity Rmii in volts per watt /2. 9(9)7. 
i 

(10) The detectivity Dixnm for a '1T[^ bandwidth of noise, in cps2/watt 

(11) The detectivity D*mm, in crn-cps"/watt/2.11(6)7 

(12) The detectivity D**n:rv; in cm-cpsr/watt if the detector is re- 
frigerated or non-Lambertiar: /2. 11(6)7. 

(13) The ratio R^/R,.  72.9(9),, 4.1(4)7 

(14) The energy detectivity i.*n-M: in cm/joule /2.12(7)7 

5. [■    Optional Data or. Test Results. 

The standard report may also contain any or all of the following optional data: 

(!)   Additional :urvo:.: in figures 1, 2, and 2 for biases greater than the 
optima::: biss; in partic dar, for the maxim ;m bias. 

(2) A plot of T'T.(i) vers is the freq .ency f (see figure 5 of Appendix A). 

(3) : no :r :nore pi: Is shcv.'i:.;; the resp jr.sivity R(x, y) as a function of position 

(4) The Jetective quantum efficiency «:;,,..... 

(li)   The intrir^ic time constant. 

any single blam-body temperat ire or for any frequency or wavelength other than 
;,  and •-. .   Exception may bo made when the temperature, frequency, or wavelength 

The standard report will not be intelligible to the inexperienced user of de- 
tectors tvithcut seme explanation.   Thus, a short explanation should accompany the 
standard report.   The test laboratory will often prefer to write its own explanation. 
The following brief explanation is cffered for those who do not wish to prepare their 
own version. 

A.   The two most important aspects of any raiiaticn detector are its 
responsivity (signal o ;t divided by radiation in) and the electrical 
noise in the output of the detector.    The responsivity R depends on 
both the wavelength and the frequency, and the noise depends only on 
the frequency.    Figure 2 shows the root power spectrum A of the noise, 
in volts per cost (or in amperes per cpsg) plotted against the frequency. 
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B. The responsivity indicates how mach Glectrical signal is produced 
for a given radiation signal, but does not indicate how effective the 
detector is for detecting small amounts of radiation.   The ability of a 
detector to detect is measured by the detectivity D.   When the detec- 
tivity is measured with a unit bandwidth of the noise, it is denoted 
Dl and is equal to R divided by N: 

Di - P./N (B) 

C. The detectivity is usually expressed in terms of D* or D**, which 
are related to Dj by 

D* = Aa
r Di (Ca) 

and .      ] 

whore Aa is the adopted area cf the detector, and  .a is the adopted 
weighted solid angle of the detector, both tabulated in section B of the 
standard resort. 

'Jo. jssivity R, ar.d als: J* and D**, depend both on the wave- 
length ^ ar.d on the frequency f.   It is very awkward to show graphically 
a function that Jesends on two variables.   With radiation detectors, 
however, it is fortunately tr ;e that by suitable restrictions on the con- 
iitions of m.easurernent, i^oth the responsivity and the detectivity can 
be expressed as the pr )duct   f two functions,  Dne cf which depends only 
.n the wavelength, and the other ~f v.'hich iepends Dnly on the frequency. 
'Jr. lor these  renditions, the  ie: er.dence :n both the wavelength and the 
frequency can be completely ; resentoi oy tv.'o c:rves in two plots. 

E.   The ; ea/. waveler/jth '.. an i the peak frequency fD are defined as 
the wavelength an i frequency that simultaneously maximise the detec- 
tivities Pp, "D*, and B*:P    The values of R,  Dp  D*, and D** at the wave- 
length :-.;: and the frequency f:, are denoted rw,.,  Dia:rr., D*mm anö 
''**n:rn ai'^ are tzb date! in section D of the standard report. 

P.   In order to determine the responsivity R for a wavelength ^i and 
frequency P other than ■..  and f0,  or.e proceeds as follows:   The 
responsivity at the desired frequency f^, but at \D, is read directly 
from figure i, in volts nor watt (or amperes per watt).   The result 
is then multiplied by the number read off the ordinate of figure 3 for 
the wavelength v; in question.   The result is the responsivity for 
the  iesired wavelength M and frequenpv f;. 

P.    due method ;f determining Dp D*,  JV D** for a wavelength or 
frequency other than \i: and f,. is a little more complicated.   To obtain 
any of these quantities "at \i> 'but at tj, the value of Di_mrn,  D*^,^, or 
^**;nm tabulated in section D is multiplied by the ardinate of figure 
3.    The result is then multiplied oy the ratio of the value of Rm("f)/N 
at D,  as calculated from the curves in figures 1 and 2, to the value 
nf  O      f-fW'T qt f        gr.   -.nl -. ilaf.-jrl   rr-.'-.n    fi  riivn--   1   Ti •■  v Jl   I>rY:\l)/ii   eti- i(),   rto    .. L.1 L ^ .: a L'.-i-x   il   ill.   Li j U'.-o   J-   -,...,.   tj. 



E.    Figure 3 shows not only how R, D], D*, and D** depend on the 
wavelength, but also how D, A, and A* depend on the wavelength. 
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APPENDIX A 

Model Report 

This part contains a model report, whose purpose is to illustrate the ap- 
pearance of a report that is prepared in accordance with this standard.   For this 
report we are indebted to the Infrared Division, U.S. Naval Ordnance Laboratory, 
Corona, California. 

This model report has one substantial imperfection:   the measurements of 
the responsivity and the root power spectrum wore carried out only to 10, 000 cps, 
and the actual peak frequency is slichtly above 10, 000 cps.   The report supposes 
that the peak frequency is 10, 000 ens, with the result that the values of D*rnm and 
the peak frequency are slightly inc^m^ct.   F .rthermore, the absence of data, above 
the peak frequency makes impossible more than a r 
time constant and the energy detectivity. 

ih estimate of the detective 

One feature of the test conditio 
is creator than, the manufacturer1/; :-•: 
laboratory did not wish to exceed this 
mum bias could not be used in the te:. 

.o be noted is that the optimum bias current 
r.mended maximum bias.   Since the test 
'commended maxim ;m bias, the true opti- 

The .ables A,  3, and C of the model re; ort contain the :iata called for in 
sections £. 1,  L.2, and 5.4(2),  respectively.   Fig:re A is the input circuit diagram 
required by section ;'■. 3, and figures 1 time .gh 4 are the torn fig ;res described in 
section 5. 4(1).   Figure 5, which is optional, is the plot s iggested in section 5. 5(2). 
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A.    DESCRIPTION OF DETECTOR 

:.IJ;. s ..a^us 

G-:   i^Au ar;d So duped) 

xCU   ^OTüOräX 

iiij-..: (-.7) 

La- 

-xO^ 

.-.:) 

A3   St! .■lanu: acurer 



B.   CONDITIONS OF MEASUREMENT 

Detector temperature;  T    -----------    770K 

Adopted areci,  A ---------------- 2.25 x 10   " cm '" 

Adopteu respouslve plahe  (from window) - - - -    3.5 cm behind the window 

Adouted solia aiigle,   A    ------------ 1.8 steradian 
'a 

**o 
Bias used, i -----------------4,Ox 10  ampere 

t (56 volts across cell) 

Blackbod'. temperature, T, . ----- 500°K 

Filterj a:.u mirrors ^ced wit:. 
Llac.-:cv-iy scurc« -------------- 3 .T.T. Ge filter 

-i-      .        . -  • -'     -'. ^ unoppm.' 1 reQuenc^i ^1 LSu-acr-ijou-j so-trce, ^  ~ - -LO op^. 

Rauiatiw:.  ..stu  t^ measure frequer.cy respoi.ac   -    lierr.sx Glower,   loOC K; 

plus  3 :.-:: Ge  filter 

Raaiaii^,;. ^^ei to .-aeasurc optimu:.". oias   -   -  -  -    33i0K 3B plus 3 mm Ge  filt 
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C.   INPUT CIRCUIT 

In addition to Figure A, sample below, this section of the standard report will 
include the data called for in section 5. 3 of the standards, as appropriate. 

TO GENERAI 

RA 

MICROVOLTER 

tNERAL 

\DI0      Co) 

50K CELL 0.02mfd 

:5on 5 50rnegs< 
megs ' 

\T0 BIAS 

'SUPPLY 

-• 45v 

I.Omfd 

lOOK 

0TO TEKTRONIX 

122 AMPLIFIER 

INPUT   CIRCUIT 

FIGURE     A 
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D.   TEST RESULTS 

Electrical  reüi,; Lance,   R-__-.---   j.Q x  lo"   uiunz 

Electrical capacity^  C---------  J.J x 10     raicroi'arad 

Peak vavele.'.-uii,   ).    ----------     x.y uacro.'.s 

pca.    ,.re  ue,(,       ,.     _                ..   , ^  (i:i; 

Re^poiijive   time   !u:istu:it;   ;_----       /^  ;.;  ^j      seoond 

Detect.Lve   Li.T.e   ' jhutu;.*.,   ;,------    > .■;  xj      secu.'id  festl.'i.atedj 

"'■■■.(i '""    "  i"     '"    "' "c"" 

-i^'-  / -.■at,- 

* 1.- D      -----_-_------_.-- 1.1 x 10 cm-cps^/'watt 

** 1L1 -: . 

A^    ------------------ 4.^ x 10 cr./joule   [estiniatedj 

\Aß 1-1 x. 
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